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Introduction 

Thousands of universities around the world use Ansys Academic engineering simulation           

software to help undergraduate students learn physics principles; researchers solve complex           

engineering problems; and postgraduate students produce data for their master’s theses or            

doctoral dissertations. 

The Ansys Academic Alliance Program (AAP) offers unique tools and resources to educators,             

which support the teaching of engineering, science, and design curricula. Additionally,           

students take advantage of our free student software downloads for homework outside of             

the classroom, capstone projects, student competitions, and more. AAP is a great solution             

for researchers engaged in collaborative work involving professors, students and industry           

with the support of Ansys engineering simulation software. 

About Ansys 

Ansys is the global leader in engineering simulation. Ansys brings clarity and insight to              

customer's most complex design challenges through the broadest portfolio of fast, accurate,            

and reliable simulation tools. Ansys technology enables organizations in all industries to            

imagine high-quality, innovative product designs that are sustainable and have an           

accelerated time to market. Founded in 1970, Ansys employs almost 3000 professionals,            

more than 700 of them with PhDs in engineering fields such as finite element analysis,               

computational fluid dynamics, electronics and electromagnetics, embedded software,        

system simulation, and design optimization. Headquartered south of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.,          

Ansys has more than 75 strategic sales and development locations throughout the world             

with a network of channel partners in 40+ countries.  

About Fluid Codes 

Fluid Codes Computer Trading LLC (Fluid Codes) is the ELITE Channel Partner of Ansys Inc.,               

authorized with exclusive rights to distribute and provide support for Ansys Engineering            

Simulation Solutions in the Middle East, Europe, and Africa. Fluid Codes was founded in              

1997 to address the finite element analysis requirements of industrial and academic            

organizations in the Middle East Region. Fluid Codes is responsible for supporting colleges             

and universities in the Middle East with Ansys Software, Training and specialized Academic             

Support. 
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Tools for Educators 

“Students are not being provided with an understanding of the key 

role that modeling and simulation provide, in the context of current 

and future digital engineering processes that rely on the use of 

sophisticated models throughout the entire product life cycle.” 

The demand for graduates with engineering simulation skills is exploding. This is largely due              

to the widespread use of simulation across product development and optimization           

workflows. And, because the demand for these graduates exceeds the supply, industry is             

looking to academia to help close the skills gap. Simulation benefits students — in STEM,               

undergraduate, graduate and postdoc programs — as well as industry. Students learn            

complex concepts more quickly and are job-ready when they graduate, which saves            

employers big bucks on training and lost productivity. 

Ansys is committed to working with academia to provide flexible solutions for all users. We               

offer low-cost, high-performance bundles of simulation software, including structural,         

thermal, fluid dynamics, electronics and multiphysics solvers, plus Ansys Workbench, CAD           

import tools, solids modeling, advanced meshing and post-processing functionality.         

Additionally, we offer a unique set of teaching resources to support STEM education. 

Simulation adoption in Academia 

International companies collaborate with academia to develop a talent pipeline. Professors           

and deans are the gatekeepers of curricula. Those with Ansys experience are naturally more              

open to the idea of integrating simulation into the course content. Any Engineer ever              

introduced to the Ansys software has been eager to learn more and work with it.  

Many educators have successfully incorporated simulation into their lectures and added           

video tutorials and software learning templates to the curriculum to very effectively            

reinforce in-class learning. Students can follow step-by-step setups and solutions at home            

and bring their questions to class, or they can review the videos as a follow-up to classroom                 

demonstrations. After each tutorial, students are required to complete an assignment for            

added reinforcement. These tutorials make the lectures more powerful. 
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Ansys Academic Alliance Program 

Whether you are teaching in a high school STEM program or you are an engineering               

professor at the university level, we know how important it is for your graduates to have the                 

most relevant education and skills when leaving the classroom. 

We will support educators to understand how simulation can be used earlier in their own               

course curriculum to start moving toward a state where theory overlaps with simulation in              

an on-demand manner versus a more traditional theory first, simulation second teaching            

method. As part of the Ansys Academic Alliance Program, we will coordinate with educators              

to define the topics to be included in the syllabus along with predetermined templates              

related to the new physics based hands on learning curriculum. We will help educators to               

prepare/develop these teaching templates to be used in class to teach single or multiple              

physics. We will also organize webinars covering general physics topics in collaboration with             

educators. 

Testimonials 

Ansys Academic products are used by thousands of universities and colleges in over 60              

countries, with tens of thousands of users globally. Hear from a few of them below. 
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Cornell University Carnegie Mellon 
University 

University of Notre 
Dame 

University of 
California 

Hear from professor 
Rajesh Bhaskaran, 

Swanson Director of 
Engineering, about 

how Ansys is used at 
Cornell. 

Julien Delange, 
Senior Technical 
Staff Member, 

discusses how they 
are using Ansys 

SCADE throughout 
the university. 

Thomas Corke, Clark 
Chair Professor in 

Engineering, 
provides details on 
how students at the 

Institute for Flow 
Physics and Control 

are more productive 
with Ansys. 

Research scientist 
Vitaliy Rayz 

describes how the 
Department of 
Radiology and 

Biomedical 
Engineering builds 

computational 
models from 

medical images. 
These models help 
clinicians to decide 
on treatment for 

patients. 

Watch Online Watch Online Watch Online Watch Online 
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Ansys Academic Product Portfolio 

Our Academic product portfolio is divided into these categories: 

● Structural–Fluid Dynamics Academic Products: Bundles that offer structural        

mechanics, explicit dynamics, fluid dynamics and thermal simulation capabilities.         

These bundles also include Ansys Workbench, relevant CAD import tools, solid           

modeling and meshing, and high-performance computing (HPC) capability. 

● Electronics Academic Products: Bundles that offer high-frequency, signal integrity,         

RF, microwave, millimeter-wave device and other electronic engineering simulation         

capabilities. These bundles include products such as Ansys HFSS, Ansys Q3D           

Extractor, Ansys Slwave, Ansys Maxwell and Ansys Simplorer Advanced. The bundles           

also include HPC and import/connectivity to many common MCAD and ECAD tools. 

● Embedded Software Academic Products: Bundles of our SCADE products that offer a            

model-based development environment for embedded software. 

● Materials Education using GRANTA EduPack1: This unique set of teaching resources           

supports materials education across engineering, design, science and sustainable         

development. Join an active worldwide community of educators. 

● Multiphysics Campus Solutions: Large task count bundles of research and teaching           

products from all three of the above categories intended for larger-scale deployment            

across a campus or multiple campuses.  

1 Materials Education using GRANTA EduPack - Refer Appendix-1 for additional information. 
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Ansys Academic Alliance Program Requirements 

To be eligible for the Ansys Academic Alliance Program, a college or university must meet all                

of the below requirements; 

1. Active subscriber of ANSYS Academic Multiphysics Campus Solution (125/1250) and          

above. 

2. Active subscriber of  Ansys Academic Discovery (25)2 

3. Active subscriber of ANSYS GRANTA EduPack (125)3 or above 

4. Active subscriber of Ansys Learning Hub4 

5. Active Mechanical, Aerospace, Electronics or Materials Education Departments 

6. Ansys Centre of Excellence (CoE) 

Ansys Centre of Excellence (CoE) 

Establishing a CoE on campus is the first step and primary requirement for AAP. The CoE                

aims to strengthen and further improve the capability of FEA, CFD, Electronics, Optics, and              

Materials education and analysis in emerging industry trends or focus areas. Ansys will help              

develop such CoE and capability centers in collaboration with educators, students and            

researchers. 

Role of AAM and ASC 

An Ansys Account Manager (AAM) from Fluid Codes will coordinate with the designated             

Ansys Support Coordinator (ASC) at the institution to facilitate the formulation and            

establishment of CoE and AAP. AAM and ASC will be the primary Point of Contact (POC) for                 

all CoE and AAP related discussions, meetings, events, webinars, workshops, support and            

services.  

2 Ansys Academic Discovery - Refer Appendix-1 for additional information. 
3 ANSYS GRANTA EduPack - Refer Appendix-1 for additional information. 
4 Ansys Learning Hub - Refer Appendix-1 for additional information. 
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Ansys Academic Alliance Program Services 

As part of the Ansys Academic Alliance Program, Ansys will provide below services to 

educational institutions and educators; 

1. Ansys Certification Program 

2. Academic Curriculum Development 

3. Ansys Workshop 

4. Student Teams 

5. Strategic & Research Collaboration  

1. Ansys Certification Program (ACP) 

● Ansys certification program (ACP) at Beginner, Intermediate or Advanced level can           

be floated for different departments such Chemical, Mechanical, Aerospace, Civil,          

Electronics, Materials, Biomedical, Nuclear, Petroleum, Systems and Electrical        

departments based on specific requirements. 

● ACP will assess theoretical as well as practical knowledge of selected program            

participants. 

● Fluid codes will provide the training agenda for selected topics and conduct the             

certification exams either in live or virtual mode 

● Attendees scoring a minimum percentage of 40% in the test, will be awarded with a               

certificate. 

 

Sample Certificate 
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2. Academic Curriculum Development (ACD) 

Ansys knows that simulation software is the future of engineering and is committed to              

putting it in the hands of every engineer. To make an immediate impact on industry, the                

future generation of engineers needs to come out of our universities with experience and              

expertise using simulation software. Our ACD supports professors developing curriculum          

materials with the goal of embedding them into their fundamental courses and writing             

textbooks and/or teaching guides. 

● Fluid Codes will support different departments to develop course curriculum where           

theory is reinforced by hands-on simulation experience. ACD enables the modern           

theory first, simulation second teaching method. 

● ACD support includes; 

○ Defining the topics to be included in the syllabus 

○ Development of simulation templates for aid classroom learning 

● Quarterly webinars will be organized and co-presented with educators. 

● Webinars will cover general physics and basic simulation demonstration using Ansys 

ACD Sample 

Following concepts are covered during a CFD Course on Turbulent Flow in Pipes5 and              

Channels using mean velocity correlations; 

1. Definition of “CFD Process”  

2. Boundary conditions 

3. Iterative error 

4. Grid error 

5. Developing length of laminar and turbulent pipe flows. 

6. Effect of turbulence models 

7. Verification using Analytical Fluid Dynamics (AFD) 

8. Validation using Experimental Fluid Dynamic (EFD) 

5 Course on Intermediate Mechanics of Fluids - Verification of Laminar and Validation of Turbulent 
Pipe Flows: Refer Appendix-2 
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3. Ansys Certified Workshop (ACW) 

Fluid Codes will organize Ansys Workshop to keep lecturers and researchers up to date with               

the latest ANSYS technology and offer a platform for exchanging experiences. Students gain             

relevant practical experience for their future careers through training and certification           

programs for students. Lecturers, students, and researchers are eligible to participate in            

ACW. 

ACW Benefits 

● ACW keeps lecturers, students and researchers up to date with the latest Ansys             

technology and offers a platform for exchanging experiences.  

● Students gain relevant practical experience for their future careers through training           

and certification programs for students. 

4. Student Teams 

Ansys provides engineering simulation software for university-based student teams         

participating in competitions such as Formula SAE (FSAE), Solar Challenge, Electronic Design            

Competition, Solar Splash, SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Design, Racing Aeolus, Human Powered           

Vehicle Challenge (HPVC) and many more. Teams are given a package of Ansys Academic              

Products to explore the power and performance of Ansys structural, fluid, composites and             

electronics-based simulations. Please speak with your AAM to ensure eligibility and criteria            

for facilitating Student Teams. 

5. Strategic & Research Collaboration  (SRC) 

Some of the world’s most important research is done on campus, and Ansys is committed to                

providing our partners with the tools they need. From developing cutting-edge medical            

breakthroughs to new energy solutions or advances in electronics, simulation helps           

university research departments push the technology envelope. Following are the services           

provided by Fluid Codes as part of the Academic SRC; 

● Provide guidance to researchers on simulation software tools. 

● Provide application support to researchers. 

● Facilitate Collaborative Research between Academia and Industry who are Ansys          

customers. 
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APPENDIX-1 

Ansys for Material Sciences Education 

Ansys GRANTA EduPack for educational institutions support your materials teaching. 

Ansys Granta EduPack is a unique set of teaching resources that support materials             

education across engineering, design, science and sustainable development. 

Ansys Granta EduPack provides: 

● A comprehensive database of materials and process information 

● Powerful materials software tools 

● A range of supporting resources: e.g. lectures, projects and exercises 

The database and tools are divided into three levels so that students can access a suitable                

level of materials information as they progress through their studies, from pre-university up             

to postgraduate courses. For materials selection in research, find out about Ansys Granta             

Selector. 

Ansys Granta EduPack has also been designed to support a wide variety of teaching styles,               

from the design-led and science-led approaches to problem-based teaching. 
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Benefits of Ansys Granta EduPack: 

● Enjoy teaching engaged students using interactive, visual software 

● Teach transferable skills, including rational materials selection 

● Save time finding reliable materials data 

● Keep courses up -to -date with the latest resources and data 

● Use self-study resources to stretch challenge stronger students and to help others            

catch up 

● Apply real industrial case studies 

● Encourage interdisciplinary learning, communication, and sharing of resources 

 

Gain confidence in your materials decisions and generate new ideas through proven, 

auditable and repeatable materials selection methods. Create straightforward selection 

reports demonstrating your methodology, analyses, and results. 
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Some ways in which Ansys Granta EduPack can help educators in teaching: 

Reliable Information 

Get Reliable Information. Educators often need materials information: property data or           

application information to illustrate a lecture, comparative data between materials or data            

sets for student projects. The Ansys Granta EduPack database contains an unrivalled library             

of reliable materials information. 

Materials Selection 

Systematic materials selection. Choosing the right material for an engineering application,           

or finding a suitable replacement, is a key skill in industry. Ansys Granta EduPack makes it                

easy to learn and apply the rational selection methodology pioneered by Prof. Mike Ashby,              

the standard approach to this problem. 

Design Projects 

Support design projects. Project-based teaching is valuable for engineering, design, and           

science degrees. Students synthesize knowledge and learn professional skills like teamwork,           

communication and project management. With data, tools and resources such as project            

ideas and student exercises, Ansys Granta EduPack supports this learning. 

Sustainable Development 

Teach sustainable development. Engineering curricula increasingly require coverage of         

sustainability. This is a complex, multi-disciplinary subject, and introducing it to students can             

be a challenge. Ansys Granta EduPack provides tools, sustainability-related data and a            

methodology to help. 

Materials Science & Engineering 

Introduce materials science & engineering. Support introductory teaching of materials 

science and engineering topics with a set of resources that helps students to explore the 

relationships between the processing, structure and properties of materials. 
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Ansys Learning Hub 

An annual subscription to the Learning Hub gives you the training resources you need to               

tackle current projects and development opportunities to enhance your skills in the future.  

 

Gain unlimited access to a wealth of resources, including: 

● Classroom courses scheduled globally 

● Virtual courses in all time zones 

● Self-paced video courses 

● Learning paths to guide your course selection 

● Dedicated learning rooms for questions and discussion 

● Training materials and subscriber-only content 

Ansys Discovery 

Ansys Discovery is the first simulation-driven design tool to combine instant physics            

simulation, proven Ansys high-fidelity simulation and interactive geometry modeling in a           

single user experience. Leveraging the all-new Discovery early in your product design            

processes will drive substantial gains in engineering productivity, spur innovation and           

increase your product’s overall performance. 

Key Features 

● Quickly prepare models for simulation or create design variations for study 

● Rapidly explore multiple design concepts with real-time interactive simulation 

● Refine insights with high-fidelity simulation and additional conditions 
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APPENDIX-2 

Intermediate Course on Mechanics of Fluids 

Verification of Laminar and Validation of Turbulent Pipe Flows 

CFD LAB Session 1 

1. Purpose  
The Purpose of CFD Lab 1 is to simulate steady laminar and turbulent pipe flow following                
the “CFD Process” by an interactive step-by-step approach. Students will have hands-on            
experiences using ANSYS to compute axial velocity profile, centerline velocity, centerline           
pressure, and friction factor. Students will conduct verification studies for friction factor            
and axial velocity profile of laminar pipe flows, including iterative error and grid             
uncertainties and effect of refinement ratio on verification. Students will validate turbulent            
pipe flow simulation using EFD data, analyze the differences between laminar and turbulent             
flows, and present results in CFD Lab report. 
 

 
Flow Chart for “CFD Process” for pipe flow 
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3. Simulation Design 

 
In CFD Lab 1, simulation will be conducted for laminar and turbulent pipe flows. Reynolds               
number is 655 for laminar flow and 111,569 for turbulent pipe flow, respectively. The              
schematic of the problem and the parameters for the simulation are shown below. 
 
 
 

Table 1 - Main Particulars 

 
 

 
 
 

Since the flow is axisymmetric we only need to solve the flow in a single plane from the                  
centerline to the pipe wall. Boundary conditions need to be specified include inlet, outlet,              
wall, and axis, as will be described details later. Uniform flow was specified at inlet, the flow                 
will reach the fully developed regions after a certain distance downstream. No-slip boundary             
condition will be used on the wall and constant pressure for outlet. Symmetric boundary              
condition will be applied on the pipe axis. Uniform grids will be used for the laminar flow                 
whereas non-uniform grid will be used for the turbulent flow. 
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Parameter Unit Value 
Radius of Pipe m 0.02619 

Diameter of Pipe m 0.05238 
Length of the Pipe m 7.62 
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Table 2 - Grids 

 
Experimental, analytical results, and simulation results will be compared. Additionally,          
detailed verification and validation study will be conducted. All the studies are detailed in              
the table below. 

Table 3 - Simulation Matrix 

 
All analytical data (AFD) and experimental data (EFD) needed for the comparison with             
laminar and turbulent flow CFD results, respectively, will be made available for students. 
 
<This is an incomplete version of the CFD Lab1 Manual shared for reference purpose only> 
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Grid/Mesh  
 Grid/Mesh 

Type 

# of Divisions 

X R 

8 

Uniform 

453 45 

7 319 32 

6 226 23 

4 113 11 

3 80 8 

2 56 6 

0 28 3 

T Non-uniform  564 15 

Study Grid Model 
V&V of friction factor and axial velocity profile 2,3,4 

Laminar 
V&V of friction factor 6,7,8 
V&V of friction factor 0,2,4 

V&V of friction factor 4,6,8 
Axial velocity, centerline velocity 8 

Axial velocity, centerline pressure, centerline velocity T Turbulent 
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